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SOLUTION BRIEF

BLIND SPOT DETECTION
Shine a Light on the Internet’s  
Darkest Malware Threats

Faced With the Internet’s Darkest Threats?
Malware has become extremely complex, and many malware families now employ evasion 

techniques to increase their resilience to detection by static and heuristic antivirus engines. 

Static signatures detect known malware once it has been identified and a vendor detection 

signature created. Heuristic engines were developed to overcome the limitations of static 

analysis alone. However, heuristics only detects on known indicators. If malware is targeting 

a new, unknown threat vector or it is using previously unknown commands, heuristics engines 

fail to detect the malware as malicious. 

Anti-Virus Solutions Are Being Evaded 
Malware evasion and obfuscation 

techniques include code packing, 

encryption, steganography, fileless 

malware, UAC and AMSI bypass, 

metamorphic recompiling, and code 

mutation to bypass detection engines. 

Each of these techniques allow 

malware to bypass most perimeter 

gateways, as well as network 

and endpoint security 

controls. Even if identified as 

“suspicious” by an endpoint 

EDR solution, detonating 

malware in a sandbox by 

the SOC team does not 

guarantee malicious activity 

will be detected if the 

malware utilizes sandbox 

evasion techniques.

With VMRay, 
organizations can

Identify advanced, evasive 
malware not seen by other 
security controls

Develop in-house 
malware triage and 
phishing analysis practices

Enhance threat hunting 
efforts with prioritized IOCs

Reduce attacker dwell time 
within the network

Report on incidents  
with rich, accurate, 
customizable levels of detail

Raccoon V2

Figure 1. Other types of sandboxes vulnerable to anti-sandbox techniques 
can become a malware blind spot when identified by advanced threats.
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Exposing Malware Blind Spots
Built upon the powerful Hypervisor-based 

architecture, the VMRay sandbox platform 

provides unparalleled visibility from outside 

the workload by using Virtual Machine 

Introspection (VMI) to thwart sandbox 

evasion techniques. Modern malware families 

such as Emotet, TrickBot, and Raccoon V2 

use sandbox evasion techniques to avoid 

detonation and revealing their payload in a 

monitored environment, making them appear 

benign. However, not all sandboxes are equal.

VMRay works hard to ensure that its technology remains evasion resistant. By running  

in the Hypervisor, evasive malware is unable to identify any warning indicators within the 

monitoring environment. Therefore, VMRay can successfully trigger payload detonation 

every time – exposing the IOCs needed to mitigate any threat. Unlike hooking and  

emulation-based sandboxes, VMRay’s ability to thwart evasion techniques ensures that 

no malicious code is mistakenly misclassified as benign.

Gain Full Visibility into Hidden Threats 
Automating EDR alert triage with fast verdicts adds another layer of threat detection capability, 

which allows SOC teams to take informed decisive action. In turn, SOC teams can setup 

automated mitigation processes, significantly reducing the reliance on manual and time 

sensitive reverse engineering tasks. The automation significantly reduces the risk of Analyst 

burnout, freeing resources from the more mundane tactical triage tasks to focus on more 

strategic business goals. By automating malware alert triage, VMRay eliminates malware 

blind spots by providing a final verdict to quickly identify legitimate threats.

VMRay supplements the security stack  
with capabilities that include: 
 s Best-in-class, automated, scalable, malware triage and analysis platform

 s Integrates into leading EDR/XDR/SIEM/SOAR and TI solutions

 s Continuous EDR / XDR Alert validation to identify false / true positives 

 s Third party analysis for end-user reported phishing submissions

 s Support for internal Threat Hunting programs with detailed analysis of threats

 s MITRE ATT@CK threat mapping and the extraction of IOCs to enrich threat intelligence

 s Report distribution in HTML or .PDF format – or via API integration into web portals

VMRay works hard to ensure 
its technology remains 
evasion resistant.

VMRay successfully 
triggers payload detonation 
every time.

Automation significantly 
reduces the risk of 
Analyst burnout.
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This document applies to the 
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